
Big Story: Faith, Hope, and Love
Practical, Faithful Actions for Re-Emerging from the Pandemic

June 13:  Hope

Readings for the week of June 14-18
Monday | 1 Peter 1:13-25
Tuesday | 1 Peter 2:1-10
Wednesday | 1 Peter 3:8-22
Thursday | 1 Peter 4:1-11
Friday | 1 John 4:7-11
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Read Aloud: 1 Peter 1:3-9
What strikes you or stands out in what the passage says?
What struck you in the sermon on this passage? 
What is the living hope that Peter describes in this passage? What is the inheritance that can never perish? 
How can those realities lead us to resilience, perseverance, and hope?
In times of personal crisis do you tend to lean more on God or blame God or become distant? What helps (or 
could help) lead you to hope in those times?
Where does this passage apply to your life right now? 

Take a few minutes to work through this exercise individually or as a group as you think about how hope 
affects and informs our mission. 
1. Think of a situation where there is little hope to be found. This could be a situation, person, etc. in our 

families, workplaces, in the world around us, or a an instance where we find little hope in ourselves. If 
doing this with a connect group, pick one scenario to work with as a group. 

2. Hope is trust and expectation that change, or good things can happen. Biblical hope is confident 
expectation or assurance that God is good and keeps his promises even as we wait. So, using those 
definitions and the passage that we just studied, complete the following questions concerning the above 
scenario: 
• What is our basis for hope in the scenario we described?
• What are the barriers to hope in that situation?
• How does hope breakthrough and give us a new perspective and understanding of the situation?
• What is beneficial about responding in hope rather than responding in other ways (like resentment, 

anger, cynicism, hopelessness, etc?)
• How does hope beckon us to respond differently? What specific ways would hope lead us to a different 

response in the situation?

This week’s theme as we continue our series on faithful responses to the gospel as we slowly emerge from this 
pandemic is living hope. Hope is a gift from God that comes in many forms. In your groups or individually think 
of a time recently when you were drawn to hope in large or small ways. Describe that hope and how it caused 
you to respond.

Sing Together: My Hope is Built on Nothing Less (hymn #521 in the Trinity Hymnal)
Words and Music: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6PTBn41xU0&t=81s
After singing spend some time in prayer and focus on praying in hope. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6PTBn41xU0&t=81s

